73 Kings Hedges Road, Cambridge CB4 2QD
Guide Price £375,000

Radcliffe & Rust Estate Agents Cambridge are delighted to offer this lovingly refurbished, spacious, three bedroom terraced home on Kings Hedges Road. 73 Kings Hedges Road is
located on the north side of the city. An ideal location for the Business and Science Parks and of course the new Cambridge North train station that is either a 20 minute stroll or a 6
minute cycle ride away. Cambridge North offers a direct line to London Kings Cross in one hour. The very centre of the city is still only a fifteen minute bike ride away which is perfect
for buyers who are looking to take advantage of the whole host of excellent shopping, recreational and cultural amenities that the very heart of Cambridge City has to offer. The
property is also well placed for a commuter with easy access to the A14/M11 corridor.

Radcliffe & Rust are delighted to offer for sale this three bedroom terraced
property in the centre of Cambridge. Enjoying a position set back from the
road, this property offers modern living space and has been lovingly
decorated and updated by the current owners.
The downstairs of this property has a very spacious feel and this is clear as
soon as you open the front door, where you are welcomed in to the
fantastically proportioned dining room space which stretches across the full
width of the property. Under the stairs in the dining room, there is an
extremely useful cupboard perfect for shoe and coat storage. The flooring
throughout the dining space and living room is solid bamboo and engineered
oak flooring is laid throughout the upstairs making the space and movement
between rooms seamless. From the dining space, there is an opening in to the
living room which has French doors leading to the rear garden. The current
owners have really maximised storage in this room by adding shelf storage
across one of the walls to house CD's. The shelves could also be used to
display a plethora of possessions.
The kitchen is modern and sleek with handleless white gloss cupboards
which are perfectly set off against the statement red quartz worktop and
white metro tiles. The kitchen also houses a stainless steel sink, built in oven,
four ring gas hob and cooker hood and integrated washing machine. The
kitchen also has a large pantry style cupboard and space for a fridge freezer.
You will also find a recently fitted gas fired combination boiler and door
leading to rear garden.
Upstairs, there are three good sized bedrooms comprising o f two doubles
and a single. The master overlooks the back of the property and has great
storage in the form of a four door built in wardrobe plus additional built in
cupboard. Bedroom t w o overlooks t h e front o f t h e property a n d i s
generously proportioned, it also has the benefit of two windows to the front
aspect allowing for maximum amount of natural light to fill the room. Bedroom
three also overlooks the front of the property and has a built in cupboard.
This room could make t h e perfect office, p l a y room o r child's single
bedroom. The family bathroom is clean, bright and modern with floor to

ceiling tiles on two walls, a large walk-in shower with rain shower head, W.C
and floating oval shaped hand basin with cupboard storage underneath.
From the landing there is loft access via a pull down loft ladder that will take
you into a very usable loft room, with power, lighting, roof light, ample
storage, insulation and carpeted floor, although not strictly speaking a proper
room, this space definitely adds something extra to the property.
Externally there is a fantastically sized rear garden laid to lawn with a slabbed
patio area and small outbuilding made of brick. At the front of the property
there is a garden laid to lawn with a variety of trees and bushes.
In summary, this property offers a light and bright, modern living environment
and would be the perfect home for families as well as an individual or couple.

Agent notes
Tenure: Freehold
Council tax: Band C = £1,659

